REDBOURNE WALK
2 ¾ MILES
START

On the village green near the Red Lion pub in the centre of the village.
From the M180 Junction 4, either follow the A15 south to the
Redbourne turn off or follow first the B1207 through Scawby to
Hibaldstow and then the B1206 to Redbourne.

THE WALK
1. Cross the main road opposite the red Lion and follow the footpath sign along
Vicarage Lane.
2. At the lane end, turn left at the way mark round the edge of the recreation area,
bearing to the right to a kissing gate in the churchyard wall.
3. Go through and follow the path round a bend and then across an arable field.
4. At the path junction, turn right and walk with a dyke on your left to the corner of
the Hall grounds.
5. Turn left here on a wide path, passing the Hall, and later a wall on your right
and a wood on your left to Gingerbread Cottage.
6. Bear left past the cottage and in a few metres turn left into a lane.
7. Follow this lane to a bridge, cross it and turn immediately right following a good
field headland path with a stream on your right. This path exits through an old
orchard into a lane.
8. This is river Head, turn left and follow the lane with the old airfield on the right.
9. Turn left along a tarmac lane and back to the bridge at point 7, cross the bridge
and turn right down a path with the stream on your right, through a thicket to a
wooden footbridge with one handrail.
10. Cross the bridge over one stream and keep to the left of another stream.
11. At a fingerpost follow the sign to Carr lane over a bridge with a pumping station
on your right. Turn immediately left down a lane and at the end of the lane
follow a path with a tall hedge on your left.
12. Enter School Land and follow it to the main road, cross this back to the start.
TERRAIN

The area is flat. The paths are good although between 3 & 4 and 5 &
6 it can get muddy in winter. The lanes are very quiet and the
streamside paths are delightful.

TIME

Between 1 hour and 1 ½ hours at a leisurely pace.

REFRESHMENTS
The Red Lion serves bar food every day and does Sunday Lunches.
Tel: 01652 648302
TOILETS

None

MAPS

OS Explorer 281 Ancholme Valley

